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INTRODUCTION
Praise be to Allah, Lord of the worlds, and prayers and peace be upon our Prophet Muhammad and his
family and companions as a whole.
The one who contemplates the texts of the Noble Qur’an and the noble Prophet’s Sunnah realizes with
certainty that it came to achieve the interests of the servants and ward off evil from them, and this
realization is obtained through the secrets, wisdom, and purposes that the Islamic Sharia (Islamic law)
came into in its provisions and legislation, whether in acts of worship or transactions and even in behavior
and morals.
And if we wanted to turn our consideration of the divine books, man-made constitutions, or human laws,
we would not have found a book, constitution, or law that fulfilled people's interests and demonstrated the
wisdom of its legislation as demonstrated by the Holy Qur’an and the purified Sunnah of the Prophet, to
highlight something from this bright aspect of our tolerant Sharia (Islamic law), we will discuss in this
research A topic related to the essence of this idea and its name as (the wisdom in the legality of public
financial transactions that carry the meaning of trust and security in Islamic Fiqh).

Research problem:
The wisdom of financial transactions legislation and its fiqh rulings cannot be limited to what has been
diagnosed with them. Facts are renewed, and the means, methods and types of treatment change and
develop. Unless we stand on the wisdom of its legislation in the first centuries, whether in terms of
solution or sanctity, we may have stood on it today among the developments in contemporary financial
transactions.

Objectives of the study:
1. Shedding light on public financial transactions that carry the meaning of trust, security and wisdom that
are described in the books of fiqh.

Research Methodology:
The researcher took the inductive approach, depending on what the jurists (Al-Fuqaha’) mentioned in
terms of the judgment in their books.
The nature of the research required that it be in two topics, the first of which was an introductory one
with the title, while the second dealt with a set of financial transactions, which were divided according to
the content of those transactions and their description. Therefore, the research was technically and
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scientifically equal. Thus, I made it a study of transactions that carry the meaning of trust and guarantee.
The following is a detailed statement of this research plan:

The first topic: Definition of the content of the research, and it includes two Sections.
The First Section: the definition of wisdom.
The second Section: the definition of financial transactions.
The second topic: Financial transactions carry the meaning of trust and security, and
include six demands.
The first Section: deposit.
The second Section: the borrowing for assistance.
The third Section: stewardship.
Fourth Section: bail.
Fifth Section: Money transfer.
Sixth Section: mortgage.

The first topic
Definition of wisdom and it has two Sections
The First Section: the definition of wisdom and includes two purposes:
First purpose: wisdom in language.
Wisdom comes in the meaning of knowledge and fiqh (1), and as for its significance in this study: wisdom
is in the sense of the purpose, goal, or purpose of financial transactions.

The second purpose: wisdom as a term:
It is what results from the legitimacy in terms of bringing an interest or stopping evil, or it is the interest
that the legislator intends from the legislation of the ruling to achieve or complement it. Or,an evil that the
legislator intended by the legislation of the ruling to stop or reduce. For example, cutting off the hand of
the thief: if he is the cause of theft, the wisdom of the legislation of this prescribed punishment is:
Preserving, protecting and maintaining people's money (2).

The second Section: the definition of financial transactions and includes:
First: Defining financial transactions based on isolation:
Transactions definition in language: the plural of a transaction, which is taken from the work, and it is a
general term in every action intended by the employer (3).
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Transactions idiomatically: They are the legal provisions regulating the dealings of people in this world
(4).
Whether related to money or women, as Ibn Abdin said: “There are five transactions: financial
transactions, marriage money, litigations, trusts, and inheritances” (5).
Finance definition in language: related to money, which is what someone has possession of all things (6).

Finance idiomatically: The jurists defined money in several different definitions in terms that are
similar in their meanings, including:
By Imam Hanafi: "What tends to be worth, and can be saved for the time of need" (7).
The Hanbalis defined it as: “What has an absolute benefit, or to have it saved to the time in need” (8).
The Maliki and Shafi'i defined it with definitions close to that of Hanbali.

Second: Defining financial transactions structurally.
Financial transactions idiomatically: The jurists defined financial transactions with different definitions,
including Sharia (Islamic law) rulings related to worldly matters such as buying, selling, leasing,
mortgage, and so on (9).
___________________________
(1) Mukhtar As-Sahih, p. 78, article (judgment).
(2) Ijtihad in the Area of Islamic Ruling, An Empirical and Empirical Study, p. 552.
(3) See: Lisan Al-Arab, 3/67, article (work).
(4) Dictionary of the Language of the Jurists, p. 438.
(5) The confused response to Al-Durr Al-Mukhtar, 1/79.
(6) Lisan al-Arab, 635/11, article (Mall).
(7) The Clear Sea, 5/277.
(8) Ultimate wills, 2/7.
(9) Contemporary Financial Transactions by Sheikh Dr. Khalid bin Ali Al-Mushaiqah, p.1.

The second topic: Financial transactions that carry the meaning of trust and security
It contains six Sections.
The first Section: deposit.
The deposit is considered one of the contracts that must be preserved without using it or disposing of it.
This is what many texts indicated, as it is a trust in the hands of the depositor.

It includes three branches:
The first branch: Defining the deposit, linguistically and idiomatically:
Linguistically speaking: from the deposit, where the meaning of abandonment is derived (1).
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Idiomatically: the viewpoint of the jurists differed regarding the legal definition of a deposit. This is due
to their differences in their meaning. It is sometimes referred to as the deposited thing and the other to the
deposit. The Hanafis defined it as: "What is left with the trustee for safekeeping, whether money or
others."
And the deposit is that: “The owner asks someone else to preserve his money, explicitly or implicitly” (2).
The Malikis and Shafi’is defined it by saying: "trusting someone of something owned for the preservation
of a property or respected one, in particular." So the validity of depositing the wine to somebody, or the
skin of a dead animal cleansed with tanning, dung, and a trained dog, and came out with a "specialist":
that which has no specialization, such as a dog that is not possessed, and an item disposed to someone.
Or, a garment flew by wind and the like, because it is lost money contrary to the rule of the deposit (3).
The Hanbalis defined it as: “The money or specified money paid to the one who saves it without
compensation (4). Thus,it is tied under the record of “money” or “specialist”a dog that is not possessed,
or, alcohol and the like that is not respected.
The Hanbalis - on the definition of the tap in the deposit - added: "a donation."

Section Two: Evidence for the Legality of the Deposit:
The jurists (Muslim Scholars) have inferred the legality of the deposit by the Qur’an, the rhetorical and
practical Sunnah, consensus and the reasonable (which is wisdom)

First: the Qur’an:
The Almightyverse “Allah doth command you to render back your Trusts to those to whom they are due;
And when ye judge between man and man, that ye judge with justice: Verily how excellent is the teaching
which He giveth you! For Allah is He Who heareth and seeth all things” (5).
And the Almighty said: O you who have believed, do not violate the rites of Allah or [the sanctity of] the
sacred month or [neglect the marking of] the sacrificial animals and garlanding [them] or [violate the
safety of] those coming to the Sacred House seeking bounty from their Lord and [His] approval. But
when you come out of ihram, then [you may] hunt. And do not let the hatred of a people for having
obstructed you from al-Masjid al-Haram lead you to transgress. And cooperate in righteousness and piety,
but do not cooperate in sin and aggression. And fear Allah; indeed, Allah is severe in penalty.(ﱠ6).

The significance of the two verses:
The two verses clearly indicate that trusts must be paid back to their people. It is known that they cannot
be paid back without preserving them and unless they can be paid.
It also indicated the necessity of cooperation between Muslims in the work of righteousness and piety (7).
Second: The Sunnah:
On the authority of Abu Hurairah, he said: The Prophet said: (Pay your trust to those whom you trust, and
do not betray those who betray you)) (8).
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____________________________
(1) See: Dustour Al-Ulama, 3/311.
(2) See: Explaining the Facts, 5/76, and Majma 'Al-Anhar, 3/446, Lisan Al-Hakam, by Ibn Al-Shifa, 273.
(3) Mughni al-Muhtaj, 4/125.
(4) See, Mask Flashlight, 4 / 166-167.
(5) Surat An-Nisa ': Verse (58).
(6) Surat Al-Ma`idah: from verse (2).
(7) See: Selection, 3/25.
(8) Sunan al-Tirmidhi, Chapters on Sales, Chapter What came in the prohibition for a Muslim to pay alcohol to the dhimmi to sell it to him,
3/556, No. (1264), and al-Tirmidhi said about it: “This is a good and strange hadith.”

And according to what was narrated on the authority of Aisha, may Allah be pleased with her, in the
migration of the Prophet she said: ((And he commanded, you mean the Messenger of Allah Alya to leave
him in Mecca until he pays off from him the deposits that he had with people)) (1).

The significance of the hadith: The two hadiths clearly indicated the necessity of fulfillment, and
there is no doubt that the deposit contract includes the commitment of the depositor to preserve the
deposit.
Imam Al-Kasani, may Allah have mercy on him, says: Depositing on the part of the owner is
preservation, and on the part of the depositor is an obligation to preserve, and he is one of the people of
preservation, so he must be committed to the deposit (2).

Third: the consensus:
Muslim scholars have agreed in every age from among the Companions to this day that the deposit is
permissible and legitimate (3).

The third branch: the wisdom of the deposit.
It is clear that the wisdom behind the legitimacy of the deposit is making it easier for Muslims, achieving
their interest and warding off embarrassment and harm on their behalf, as they are in dire need of that. It
is clearly a subsidy for its owner in preserving his money, maintaining his luggage, and including it in
providing the benefits of his body and money in helping the servants of Allah Almighty and in response
to the reward and praise for that. There is be someone who has a possession to keep this money, and he
does not have a fire for it. Thus,no insolent person dares to approach his house or store, and deposit it
with his money. Also, one of them may want to travel to fulfill his interests, and he is not safe to leave his
money and what he has without care or supervision (4).

The second Section: The borrowing for assistance.
Borrowing for assistance is considered a desirable contract that must be adhered to and taken care of and
preserved from damage and loss. It is being a trust in the hands of its owner, and it is a noble
humanitarian workbecause it results in relieving distress, and what it brings to hearts and closeness.
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It includes three branches:
The first branch: Definition of bare language and idiomatically:
Borrowing for assistance in language: a derivative of ta`wir, which is trading (5).
In terminology, the jurists defined it with close definitions.
The Hanafi’s school said: “It is the ownership of the benefits without compensation” (6).
The Malikis defined it as: “Ownership of a temporary benefit, not with a compensation” (7).
And the Shafi’i said: It is "the permissibility to use what is permissible to use by keeping a sample" (8).
And the Hanbalis defined it: as "permissibility of usufruct with an item from objects of wealth :(9).
From the definitions it becomes clear to us that some of them said: by permitting usufruct, while others
said: by owning usufruct, and justifying those who said: by permitting usufruct of the property of others;
It takes place with the wording of permissibility and is not required
_____________________
(1) Al-Bayhaqi included it in Al-Sunan Al-Kubra, Kitab Al-Wadiah, chapter on what came about encouraging the performance of trusts, 6/472,
No. (12696).
(2) See: Badaa`a Al-Sanai`, 6/207 and after.
(3) See: Al-Mabsut, 11/108, and Al-Mughni, by Ibn Qudamah, 9/256.
(4) See: Al-Care Sharh Al-Hidayah, 8/484, and Al-Taj wa'l-Ekleel by Mukhtasar Khalil, 7/268, Mughni al-Muhtaj, 4/126, and Al-Mughni, 9/256.
(5) Talabah Al-Talabah, p. 98, and Taj Al-Arous, 13/163, subject (Awar).
(6) Al-Mabsut, Al-Sarkhasi, 11/133, and clarifying the facts, 5/83.
(7) The Talents of Galilee, 5/268, and Adawi's Footnote on the Adequacy of the Student, 2/273
(8) Asna al-Muttalib, 2/324, and Mughni al-Muhtaj, 3/313.
(9) Al-Mughni, 5/163.

There is a multiplication of the period with ignorance, ownership is not valid. Also, the prohibition
applies to it, and he does not have the right to lease from it”.
And the others answered: It foretells from ownership, because it was taken from the borrowing for
assistance, and it is the gift in the fruits of ownership without compensation, then it was used for the
benefit. He does not have the right to allow others to own the benefits, and this is because ownership of
the benefits is legitimate for compensation, such as renting. Thus, it must be legitimate without
compensation as well as emancipation. ”(1)

Section Two: evidence of the legitimacy of Borrowing for assistance:
The borrowing for assistanceresembles closeness in a relationship its legitimacy is indicated by the
Qur’an, Sunnah, consensus and reasonable.
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First: the Qur’an:
Meaning: (And withhold [simple] borrowing for assistance) (2).
The significance of the verse: What is meant here by Ma’un is borrowing for assistance because the
borrowing for assistance sacrifice to the needy with obedience and charity and be rewarded for a person.
Thus, he who prevents the borrowing for assistancefrom the needy, and it does not harm him in giving it
the great warning of punishment is placed on him (3).

Second: The Sunnah:
On the authority of Abu Umamah, he said: I heard the Prophet say in the sermon in the year of the
farewell pilgrimage: ((The borrowing for assistance is performed, and the leader is tainted, and the
religion is judged)) (4).
Safwan ibn Umayyah narrated that the Prophet borrowed from him armor on the day of Hunayn (battle),
so he said: O Muhammad? He said: ((But borrowing for assistance that is guaranteed)) (5).

The significance of the hadiths: They indicate that the borrower must preserve the assistance and take
care of it and hasten to return it to its owner if his mission ends and that he does not tolerate it or expose it
to damage. Because it is his trust, and because its owner is the best (6).

Third: the consensus:
Muslims agreed on the permissibility of borrowing (7).

Fourth: Reasonable:
That when the bounty of the notables is permissible, the bounty of benefits is permissible, and that is why
the bequest is valid for the notables and all the benefits (8).

The third branch: the wisdom of the borrowing for assistance.
The wisdom of the borrowing legislation is to achieve the cooperation that Allah Almighty has asked the
Muslims to, and because the lender is a reason for relieving the borrower’s distress and meeting his needs
with the occurrence of the reward, and bringing.
________________________
(1) Al-Mabsut, Al-Sarkhi, 11/133, and Al-Ikhtiar, 3/55, and clarifying the facts, 5/83.
(2) Surat Al-Ma`un: verse (7).
(3) See: Interpretation of the Great Qur’an, by Ibn Katheer, 8/470.
(4) Al-Tirmidhi included it in his Sunnah, Chapters of Sales, chapter on what was mentioned in the fact that the naked is performed, No. (1265)
3/557, and he said about it: “A good hadith.”
(5) It was included by Ahmad in his Musnad, No. 45/606 No. (27636), and al-Bayhaqi in al-Sunan al-Kubra, Kitab al-'ariyya, Bab al-'areh aljawwoon, 6/147 No. 3/51 No. (4369), and he said on his authority: “The chain of transmission is authentic and they did not produce it.” AlDhahabi agreed with him.
(6) See: Rawd al-Murabba ', 1/420.
(7) See: Al-Ijmaa, by Ibn al-Mundhir, 1/108,
(8) See: The Choice for the Explanation of Al-Mukhtar, 2/55, and Al-Hawi Al-Kabeer, by Al-Mawardi, 7/268, and Al-Mughni, by Ibn Qudamah,
7/345.
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To benefit and ward off harm, lift embarrassment, and save from fatigue and intransigence, so that
familiarity and affection prevail (1).

The third Section: stewardship.
Stewardship is one of the important contracts in financial transactions, and many Qur’an texts and hadiths
have been mentioned that indicates its importance. Besides, most of the jurists have devoted chapters to it
in which they dealt with the rules and provisions related to this contract.

It includes three branches:
The first branch: Defining stewardship in language and idiomatic:
Stewardship in language: with fatha on the letter (waw)and the agent is similar to (fa’eel in Arabic) which
means (Maf’ool) object, and the agent is an action in the sense of an object. Because it is entrusted to him,
and it has an effective meaning if it is in the sense of the Hafiz, and from it, God suffices us, and yes, he is
the agent (2).

Idiomatically: the jurists defined it with multiple definitions.
The Hanafis said: It is "what someone else established himself in a permissible and known behavior" (3).
And the Malikis defined it as: “The representation of someone who has the right - without command or
worship - for someone else and not conditioned by his death” (4).
And the Shafi’i said: It is “delegating someone to do something that can be done by someone else to do it
in his life” (5).
The Hanbalis defined it as Deputization that is to act similarly to what the working instead with the rights
of Allah Almighty and the rights of human beings" (6).
Through the definitions, it becomes clear to us that the stewardship is a proxy in acting, as it is
permissible for a person, i.e. the principal, to authorize someone else according to a contract concluded
with him; to perform an action or work on his behalf.

The second branch: evidence of the legality of stewardship:
Stewardship is a legitimate award in the Qur’an, the Sunnah, consensus, and the reason (and it is the
wisdom of it).

First: the Qur’an:
The Almighty verse: And similarly, We awakened them that they might question one another. Said a
speaker from among them, "How long have you remained [here]?" They said, "We have remained a day
or part of a day." They said, "Your Lord is most knowing of how long you remained. So send one of you
with this silver coin of yours to the city and let him look to which is the best of food and bring you
provision from it and let him be cautious. And let no one be aware of you (7).
The Almighty says: Test the orphans until they reach the age of marriage, and then if you find them
mature of mind hand over to them their property, and do not eat it up by either spending extravagantly or
in haste, fearing that they would grow up (and claim it). If the guardian of the orphan is rich let him
abstain entirely (from his ward's property); and if he is poor, let him partake of it in a fair measure. When
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you hand over their property to them let there be witnesses on their behalf. Allah is sufficient to take
account (of your deeds).(ﱠ8).

The significance of the two verses:
The first verse indicates: that this resurrection and reborn obtained from the people of the Cave is by way
of stewardship, and this indicates the validity of thestewardship, and it is a contract on the behalf of
others, Allah has authorized it for its need, and for its interest, as everyone is unable to handle his affairs
except with the help of others, and it is the stronger verse on this purpose.
As for the second verse, it indicates that Allah Almighty has commanded guardians to keep the money of
orphans until they reach the age of adulthood and the fact that these guardians do this is a form of
stewardship (9).

Second: The Sunnah:
_________________________
(1) See: The Choice, 3/55, Al-Hawi Al-Kabeer, 7/115.
(2) See: The Illuminating Lamp, 2/670.
(3) Explaining the facts, 4/254, and explaining the enlightenment of the eyes, 5/510, and the confused response, 5/510.
(4) The Talents of Galilee, 5/181, and the Court of Al-Adawi on the Adequacy of the Divine Student, 2/352.
(5) Mughni al-Muhtaj, 3/231.
(6) Scouts of the Mask, 3/461, and Explanation of Muntaha Al-Iradat, 2/184
(7) Surat Al-Kahf: verse (19).
(8) Surat An-Nisa ': Verse (6).
(9) See: The Rulings of the Qur’an, by Ibn al-Arabi 3/220, and al-Jaami ’to the provisions of the Qur’an, by al-Qurtubi, 5/9, and the interpretation
of Ibn Katheer, 2/260, and Mughni al-Muhtaj, 2/217.

On the authority of Uqbah bin Amer: That the Prophet gave him sheep that he would divide among his
companions as victims, so he remained otud (1) and mentioned it to the Prophet and he said: ((You
sacrificed it)) (2).
On the authority of Jabir bin Abdullah, may Allah be pleased with them, he said: I wanted to go out to
Khaybar, and I came to the Messenger of Allah and I greeted him, and I told him: I wanted to go out to
Khaybar, and he said: ((If you come to my agent, take fifteen saqah from him, and if wants an ayat from
you then, put your hand on his collarbone)) (3).

The significance of the two hadiths:
The first hadith indicated that giving the Prophet the sheep to Aqabah that he sacrifices, then divides it
among his companions, is tantamount to authorizing this division.
As for the second hadith, it is evidence of the legitimacy of stewardship, and the consensus on that, and
the rulings are related to the agent, and it contains evidence of working with the presumption in the
money of others and that it is believed by the Messenger to draw the attention (4).
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Third: the consensus.
The jurists unanimously agreed on the permissibility and legitimacy of stewardship from the time of the
Messenger of Allah to the present day, and none of the Muslims disagreed in that (5).

The third branch: the wisdom of stewardship.
It is to take care of the interest, fill the need and ward off embarrassment on behalf of people, as the
ability, competence and experience may be available to one person without another, and the person may
be right, but he is unable to present the argument and the statement, and his opponent is more able and
knows the arguments. Thus, he needs to delegate others to defend him and show his right (6).

Fourth Section: bail.
A bail is a commitment contract or agreement issued by the bailer for the creditor to fulfill the restitution
of rights if the debtor does not fulfill it.

It includes three branches:
The first branch: Defining sponsorship in language and convention:
Definition of bail-in language: it comes to mean attachment: the bailer. It is said: He bailed him a surety
and bailed on him with money to his opponent (7).

And idiomatically:
The Hanafis defined it as: “it is the bailing by the bailerfor the absolute claim of self, debt, or appointed
usurped and the like” (8). And "it was said in religion, and the first is more correct" (9).
And the Malikis said: It is "an obligated, not a foolish obligation, a debt owed to others, or the demand of
those who owe it to whoever is his." (1)
______________________
(1) Al-Atoud: “He is the little one of the goats’s children.
And from it the hadith of Omar, and he mentioned his policy, so he said: “I add the udh,” meaning I want it if it is a match and a homelessness.
”The end is in Gharib al-Hadith and Athar, 3/177, Article (Attad).
(2) It was provided by Al-Bukhari, Book of sacrifice, chapter on the sacrifice of the Prophet  شينwith two horned rams and he mentions two fat
men, 5/2112, No. (5235).
(3) It was included by Abu Dawud in his Sunan, the first book of the Aqdiyyah, Chapter in the Agency, 5/475, No. (3632), and its chain of
transmission was classed as hasan by Ibn Hajar in al-Talkhees al-Habeer, 3/123.
(4) See: Explanation of Al-Kirmani on Sahih Al-Bukhari, 10/131, and Umdat Al-Qari, 21/151, and Subul Al-Salam, 2/93.
(5) See: Al-Ijma ', by Ibn Al-Mundhir, 1/133, and Al-Mughni, by Ibn Qudama, 7/197.
(6) See: Selection for the Explanation of Al-Mukhtar, 2/156, and Al-Mughni, 7/197, and Mughni Al-Muhtaj, 3/231.
(7) As-Sahah, 5/1811, Article (Kafeel), and Students' Students, p. 139.
(8) Selection, 2/166, and clarification of the facts, 4/146, and al-Bahr al-Ra`iq, 6/221, Marginal Refutation of the Confused, 5/281.
(9) Al-Hidaya, 3/87.
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As for the Shafi’is, they said: It is "a fixed right in the debt of others. Or, to bring whoever is on him, or
something guaranteed" (2).
According to the Hanbalis: “The guarantor’s liability is combined with the liability of the guaranteed
person in the commitment of the right. Then it is proven in all of them, and the right holder has a claim
from whomever he wants” (3).
Through the foregoing, it becomes clear to us that the definitions dealt with the reality of bail and
included its three types - self-sponsorship, debt-bond, and an item-sponsorship - for some of them, as well
as establishing the right to be held by the bailer.

The second branch: evidence of the legality of the bail:
The bail is legitimate, and it may be delegated if the person in charge of it is confident in himself and is
sure that he will suffer harm because of it.

First: the Qur’an:
The Almighty says: The officials said: "We have lost the king's cup." (And their chief added): "He who
brings it shall have a camel-load of provisions, I guarantee that." (4).
Meaning: So her Lord accepted her with good acceptance and caused her to grow in a good manner and
put her in the care of Zechariah. Every time Zechariah entered upon her in the prayer chamber, he found
with her provision. He said, "O Mary, from where is this [coming] to you?" She said, "It is from Allah.
Indeed, Allah provides for whom He wills without account." (5).

The significance of the two verses:
These two verses indicated the permissibility and legitimacy of bail. Judge Abu Ishaq said: This is not a
matter of bail, because it does not include a guarantee for a person on behalf of a person, rather he is a
man who committed himself on behalf of himself and guaranteed it, and this is a permissible language
that is required by Sharia (Islamic law).
Imam Abu Bakr said: This is what Judge Abu Ishaq said is correct, but the leadership there is a text, so if
he says: I am a leader, then it means that I am committed, and what difference is there between saying: I
adhere to it on my behalf or I adhere to others? (6).

Second: The Sunnah:
- On the authority of Salamah ibn Al-Akwa He said: We were sitting with the Prophet when a funeral was
brought, and they said: pray on it, and he said: ((Does he have a debt)), they said: No, he said: ((So did he
leave something)), they said: No, then, he prayed for him. Then, another funeral was brought and he said:
O Messenger of Allah, pray for her. He said: ((Does she have a debt?). It was said: Yes. He said: ((So did
she leave anything)). They said: Three dinars, and he prayed on it. Then, a third dead body was brought
and they said: Pray for it. He said: ((Did he leave anything)), they said: No, he said: ((He has a debt)).
They said: Three dinars. Then, he said pray for him, O Messenger of Allah, and upon his religion, and
pray for him ().

The significance of the hadith: The hadith indicated the legitimacy of the bail, as the Prophet has
permitted it for the dead, and he acknowledged the guarantor’s commitment to repaying the two debts.
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Ibn Shihab narrated on the authority of Abu Muslimah ibn Abd al-Rahman, on the authority of Abu
Hurayrah that the Messenger of Allah used to bring the deceased man a debt and ask me:
_______________________
(1) The small explanation with the footnote of Al-Sawi, 3/430
(2) Mughni al-Muhtaj, 3/198.
(3) Al-Mughni, 4/399.
(4) Surat Yusuf: from verse (72).
(5) Surat Al Imran: from verse (37).
(6) See: Ahkam al-Qur’an, by Ibn al-Arabi, 3/64.
(7) Al-Bukhari included it in his Sahih, Kitab al-Hawala, chapter If he assigns the debt of the dead to a man, it is permissible, 2/799 No. (2168).
(8) See: Neal Al-Awtar, 5/239.

((Has he left to pay))? If it so happened that he neglected to fulfill it, he prayed for him, otherwise, he said
to the Muslims: ((Pray on your friend)), so when Allah opened the sight for him, he prayed for him, and
he said: ((I am close to the Muslims from themselves, and those who die from them are in debt, I have to
pay it. And those who leave a heritage for his inheritance)) (1).

The indication of the hadith: The hadith indicated that whoever left a debt and does not have to pay
it, the prophet takes care of it and takes care of it from the money of charity and pay the debtors.
Third: The consensus: Ibn Qudamah said: “Muslims are unanimously agreed on the permissibility of
insurance in the sentence.
Rather, they differed in branches "(3).
The author of the choice said: “The Prophet was sent and the people would take care of others, and they
approved of him, and on him the people from the presence of the first chest rule to this day without
denying” (4).

The third branch: the wisdom behind the legality of bail:
It is a contract and fine legal document; To pay the need, which is the reach of the sponsored for them to
revive their rights, take care of their interests, rid them of embarrassment, facilitate for the Muslims, and
achieve cooperation among them, because the seller may not be reassured by the buyer, so he needs
someone to guarantee the price, or the buyer is not reassured about the seller, so he needs someone to
guarantee him in Sale (5).

Fifth Section: Transfer (hawala).
The transfer is considered one of the actions that do not need legitimization and acceptance. It is valid in
every word that indicates it: such as your case and so on, and whose benefits include facilitating
transactions between people.Especially, if the person is in one country, and the transferee is in another
country. Also, it is easy for the impossible to benefit from it (6).
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It includes three branches:
The first branch: Defining transfer (hawala), linguistically, and idiomatically:
Transfer in language: from transformation. And to transfer is to move from a place. Transferred means
that it moved away from him. The word transfer with fathah in Arabic is derived from this. If you convert
someone to your religion, you have transferred him to a religion other than your religion (7).

And idiomatically:
Some of the Hanafis defined it as: “Transferring the debt from the owner to that of the second person as a
way of trusting it” (8).
Others, the Malikis, the Shafi’is, and the Hanbalis defined it by saying: “a contract requiring the transfer
of a debt from an owner to an owner” (9).
___________________
(1) Al-Bukhari included it in his Sahih, Kitab al-Hawwalah, Chapter If he refers to a banker, he has no response, 5/231, No. (2289).
(2) See: Neal Al-Awtar, 5/239.
(3) Mughni al-Muhtaj, 3/198, and Al-Mughni, 4/400.
(4) (Choice), 2/166.
(5) See: Sharh Fath Al-Qadeer, 7/162, Al-Mubda 'fi Sharh Al-Muqni', by Ibn Muflih, 4/147.
(6) Clarification of the provisions from achieving the goals, 4/513.
(7) See: the luminous lamp, 1/157, material (about)
(8) See: Providence Explanation of Guidance, 7/238, Building Explanation of Guidance, 8/458, and Al-Dur al-Mukhtar, 5/340.
(9) The facts show, 4/171, Al Bahr Al Raeeq, 6/266, Al Sharh Al Kabeer, 3/325, Asna Al Muttalib, 2/230, and Tuhfat Al Muhtaj, 5/226, and Al
Mughni 4/390.

It appears from the definition that in transfer, the right moves from the responsibility of the assignor to the
liability of the assignee, and the assignor is absolved of the assignee’s debt by registering authentication.

The second branch: the evidence for the legitimacy of the transfer (hawala):
Hawala is legitimized based on the Sunnah, consensus, measurement, and the reason.

First: The Sunnah:
On the authority of Abu Huraira that the Messenger of Allah said: ((Therich man who is late to pay back
his debt is wrongdoing, and if one of you take a loan, then he should pay)) (1).
And in another version of Al-Bukhari: ((The rich one who fails to pay, and he has to pay back on time))
(2 )

Significance: This hadith indicates anyone should not extend the paying back of debt and it is forbidden
in Islam (3).
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Second: The consensus:
Ibn Qudamah said: “The scholars are unanimously agreed that transfer (hawala) is permissible in the
sentence” (4).

Third: Measurement:
The transfer is measured on the bail, with a collector that both the assignee and the guarantor have
committed what is qualified for their obligation and can deliver it. Both are a way to facilitate the
collection of the debt, so do not refrain from this as did not refrain from that (5).

The third branch: the wisdom of the transfer (Hawala).
There is a need for transfer, the debt is easy, and the Hanafis inferred by measuring the total on its units:
both of the two types of transfer (absolute or restricted) include the assignee donating commitment and
fulfillment, ordering him to surrender to the shop, and delegating the assignee to take possession of it.
Solo, so be it when meeting, with the collector of non-difference ().

Sixth Section: Mortgage.
What is meant by the mortgage is to sell the mortgaged property upon maturity, and the right from it is
fulfilled. All that is permissible to sell is permissible as a mortgage, and according to it, it is not
permissible to mortgage what is not permissible to sell.
The concept of mortgage includes language and idiom:
A mortgage in language: the letters Ra, Ha, and Noon ( )نis a principle indicating the stability of
something that holds a right or something else.
Mortgage: is anything taken with it that is can be mortgaged is a mortgage.
Among its meanings: Imprisonment (7), Allah Almighty said: Every soul, for what it has earned, will be
retained(ﱠ8). That is, it is locked up by its earning.

Idiomatically: the jurists mentioned different definitions of terms, but their concept is the same.
It is the confinement of a financial right that can be recovered from, such as debt, whetherby reality or by
judgment (1).
_______________________
(1) Al-Bukhari included it in his Sahih, The Book of Remittances, Chapter: Chapter in the Hawala and Should he return to the Hawala, 2/799 No.
(2166).
(2) It was included by Al-Bukhari in his Sahih, The Book of Remittances, chapter If he refers to Melli, he has no response, 2/799 No. (2167) from
the hadith of Abu Hurairah.
(3) See: Explanation of Fath Al-Qadeer, 7/239, Al-Bujurami’s Commentary on Explanation of Al-Manhaj 3/19 onwards.
(4) See: Al-Mughni, by Ibn Qudama, 7/56.
(5) See: Explaining the Facts, 4/171, and Al-Bahr Al-Ra`iq, 6/266.
(6) See: Al-Banaah Sharh al-Hidayah, 8/486, Haashiyat al-Bujirami on Sharh al-Manhaj, 3/20, and Al-Mughni, 56/7.
(7) Al-Ain, by Farahidi, 4/44, article (mortgage), and the dictionary of language scales, 2/452, subject (mortgage), and students' students, 146 p.
(8) Surat Al-Muddathir: verse (38).
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Evidence of the legality of the mortgage:
The mortgage is prescribed according to the Qur’an, the Sunnah, the consensus, and the reason (which is
the wisdom of it).

First: the Qur’an.
And the Almighty said: And if you are on a journey and cannot find a scribe, then a security deposit
[should be] taken. And if one of you entrusts another, then let him who is entrusted discharge his trust
[faithfully] and let him fear Allah, his Lord. And do not conceal testimony, for whoever conceals it - his
heart is indeed sinful, and Allah is Knowing of what you do. (2).
That is: make a mortgage and take (3).
The indication is that Allah Almighty has commanded writing a debt and witnessing it in the interest of
preserving money by saying: ﱡIt is not for me O you who have believed, when you contract a debt for a
specified term, write it down. And let a scribe write [it] between you injustice. Let no scribe refuse to
write as Allah has taught him. So let him write and let the one who has the obligation dictate. And let him
fear Allah, his Lord, and not leave anything out of it (4). Then, after that, he mentioned the state of
excuses forbidding writing, and a kind of documentation was prescribed for it, which is making a
mortgage. This indicates the legality of the mortgage as a trust for the right and preserving it from loss (5).
Al-Jassas said: If you do not verify the writing and the testimony, then the document is proof that it is
received, and the mortgage is established in the chapter of authentication in the case in which it does not
reach the book’s authentication and testimony in its place, but the travel state is mentioned. Because it
mostly lacks writers and witnesses (6).
Second: The Sunnah:
Aisha, MayAllah be pleased with her, narrated that the Prophet: ((He bought food from a Jew for a certain
time and mortgaged him a shield of iron)) (7).
The significance of the hadith: The hadith indicated the legality and permissibility of the mortgage since
the Prophet did it, so this indicates that it is permissible (8).
On the authority of Anas: ((He walked to the Prophet with barley bread and a sankha (9), and the Prophet
mortgaged a shield for him in Medina with a Jew and took from him barley for his family)) (10).
Significance: The hadith indicated that the Prophet had mortgaged his shield with a Jew in Medina, and
was present and not traveling, thus proving the legality of the pledge and its permissibility in urban areas
by his action (11).
Third: the consensus:
The nation was unanimously agreed on the legality of the mortgage, and it has dealt with it from the time
of the Prophet to this day, and no one has denied it (12).
The third branch: the wisdom of mortgage.
It was made legitimated as a precaution for the owner of the right.Thus, the wise lawgiver did not
consider the interest of the debtor only, but gave the creditor the authority to fulfill his right from the
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mortgaged property if the debtor could not return what he owed, and make a balance of justice by taking
into account the debtor in case of hardship, and in it taking into account the interests of
__________________________
(1) Al-Hidaya, 4/412, and Al-Muhtar’s Response to Al-Durr Al-Mukhtar, 4/352, The Talents of Galilee: 5/2, Asna al-Muttalib, 2/144, and AlMughni, 4/245.
(2) Surat Al-Baqarah: verse (283).
(3) Milestones of revelation, 1/352, and persuasion in dissolving the words of Abu Shuja, 2/297.
(4) Surat Al-Baqarah: from verse (282).
(5) See: Al-Jami` al-Ahkam al-Qur’an, by al-Qurtubi 3/406 and beyond, and al-Mabsut, by al-Sarkhasi, 21/197.
(6) Ahkam al-Qur’an, for Jisas, 2/258.
(7) Al-Bukhari included it in his Sahih, Kitab al-Sale, chapter on Buying the Prophet  by al-Nasi'ah, 2/729 No. (1962), from the hadith of Aisha,
may God be pleased with her.
(8) Al-Minhaj Sharh Sahih Muslim Ibn Al-Hajjaj, 11/40, Maraqat Al-Mufateh Sharh Mishkat Al-Misbah, 5/1947.
(9) “Everything from the fats is something that leads to wear. It was said: It is what is melted from the mechanism and the fat. It was said: solid
fat. The end in Gharib al-Hadith, 1/84, 2/408, article (ahl-sikh).
(10) Al-Bukhari included it in his Sahih, Kitab al-Sale, Chapter: The Prophet's purchase by al-Nasi'ah, 2/729 No. (1963).
(11) Al-Minhaj Sharh Sahih Muslim, 11/40, Mirqat Al-Mufahat Sharh Mishkat al-Masabih, 5/1947.
(12) Al-Bayan in the School of Imam Al-Shafi’i, 6/7, and Al-Mughni, 4/245.

Servants, in addition to the fact that society appears in a spirit of cohesion and solidarity, not intersection
and disintegration so that society lives in harmony with one another (12).
Al-Kasani said: The mortgage was legalized due to the need to document the debt, on the distortion of the
truth with ingratitude and denial, and to remember it in forgetfulness and neglectful (1).
Al-Haddadi said: The mortgage is prescribed to facilitate his affairs and open his chest until he can collect
what he pays his debt in its annulment and preserves his honor in his deadline. Or, he denies, and the
mortgagee has no evidence, or he dies penniless without a specific guarantee.
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Conclusion:
After this review in my research, which is marked with (wisdom in the legitimacy of financial
transactions, which means security and general secretariat in Islamic fiqh) I summarize the most
important results that I have reached, which are as follows:

First: Islamic law has not neglected any financial transaction that brings benefits to people and wards off
embarrassment and harm for them.
Second: Highlighting the wisdom from the legitimacy of financial transactions are the purposes of Sharia,
which has become an independent science today.
Third: This helps to put confidence in the responsible for the legality of financial transactions, as well as
to acknowledge their application, as Sharia enjoined upon the stability of transactions in their minds.
Fourth: We find the jurists, after mentioning the definition, the transport evidence and consensus, who
mention the wisdom to establish the above concepts, which is very important.
Fifthly: Financial transactions today are developing tremendously, and we find scientists today rely on
judgment and causes to reach what brings benefits to people and removes embarrassment for them.
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